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Abstract— This paper deals with a real-time coordinated 

control strategy which control modular converter for 

frequency response model in power system. The existing 

emergency frequency control strategy is not adaptive to the 

varying operation conditions and may cause excessive or 

deficient actions, which could result in inefficient control or 

high risk of frequency instability. Therefore, a real-time 

coordinated control strategy is proposed in this study based 

on the online-updated frequency response model. Also, this 

problem is peculiar in case of HVDC systems where final 

received DC voltage is converted to AC voltage for 

domestic and industrial supply. To overcome this problem, a 

method of modular conversion is proposed in this project.  

Due to this, handling high voltage is very simple and control 

of the frequency is done better. Simultaneously, TCSC 

based bypassing scheme has been introduced in the system, 

in case of any critical issues in the modular converter or 

overall HVDC link. Embedding short-term energy storage to 

the system facilitates a power flow proportional to the 

variation in grid frequency. This is achieved using 

Thyristors Controller based Series Compensation (TCSC) 

devices. In this paper, with a combination of modular 

converter and TCSC based systems, a robust optimal Power 

management system (ROPMS) is developed for a High 

voltage DC systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Multilevel converters have become an attractive 

configuration due to the fact that high power generation 

systems operate at high voltage levels. The features that 

these converters are able to provide, such as high power 

quality levels, reduced harmonic distortion and reduction of 

filtering requirements are better if they are compared with 

two level converters, which require larger filter and 

redundant switches to reach the same voltage and current 

requirements. Multilevel converters are used in a wide range 

of sectors, as for instance: medium voltage drives, static 

synchronous compensator, active power filters, renewable 

energy, battery energy stored, high voltage transmission 

systems among others. A subfamily of multilevel converters 

is the multi-cells or multi-modular converters, which are 

formed by a series connection of modules in order to 

provide: high voltage levels, high degree of modularity, low 

switching frequency and reduced semiconductor stress. Two 

of these topologies which are commonly used in high 

voltage applications are the Cascade H-Bridge Converter 

(CHB) and the Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC). The 

CHB is composed of series connection H-Bridge modules 

that provide a high number of output voltage levels. This 

converter can be found in single or three phase 

configurations and each module is connected to an external 

DC source or a passive capacitor component to store energy. 

The several strategies have been proposed to control the 

CHB. Some of them are based on the DC voltage control 

balance, which control the power unbalance as a result of 

difference DC voltage levels, while others implement 

different modulation strategies to reduce the switching 

frequency and operate in fault mode. Unlike the CHB, the 

MMC is composed of two series of modules. 

The modules usually have a half bridge 

configuration which generates zero and positive voltage 

levels, so an inevitable DC current flows through the 

modules. On the other hand, a module based on the full 

bridge can generate negative, zero and positive voltage 

levels, thus they operate with positive and negative currents. 

The series connection of modules are called upper and lower 

arm, and both are connected through a couple inductance to 

smooth the current ripple. Moreover, the positive bus bar of 

the upper arm and the negative bus bar of the lower arm 

generate a high DC voltage which is mainly used in High 

Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) applications. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The power grid structure of the example system has the 

character of AC/DC hybrid. On the one hand, 750 kV AC 

multi-lines are designed to connect with external power 

grids; on the other hand, 800 kV UHVDC transmission line 

is also taken into account in the example system. Renewable 

energy power model, thermal power model, hydropower 

model, and load model are emphasised in the process of 

modelling, detailed UHVDC system model is also carried 

out (equivalent models of generators and load in receiving 

end are employed), equivalent models of external AC 

systems are utilised to simplify the complexity of the 

example system. A long-distance, point-to-point HVDC 

transmission scheme generally has lower overall investment 

cost and lower losses than an equivalent AC transmission 

scheme. HVDC conversion equipment at the terminal 

stations is costly, but the total DC transmission-line costs 

over long distances are lower than for an AC line of the 

same distance. HVDC requires fewer conductors per unit 

distance than an AC line, as there is no need to support three 

phases and there is no skin effect. Depending on voltage 

level and construction details, HVDC transmission losses 

are quoted as less than 3% per 1,000 km, which are 30 to 

40% less than with AC lines, at the same voltage levels. 

This is because direct current transfers only active power 

and thus causes lower losses than alternating current, which 

transfers both active and reactive power. HVDC 

transmission may also be selected for other technical 

benefits. HVDC can transfer power between separate AC 

networks. HVDC power flow between separate AC systems 

can be automatically controlled to support either network 

during transient conditions, but without the risk that a major 

power-system collapse in one network will lead to a collapse 

in the second. HVDC improves on system controllability, 

with at least one HVDC link embedded in an AC grid—in 

the deregulated environment, the controllability feature is 
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particularly useful where control of energy trading is 

needed. 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram 

The loads are mainly composed of three parts, 

involving local loads, AC power transmission, and DC 

power transmission, respectively. The total amount of local 

loads is ∼2700 MW, and the surplus power are for AC and 

DC power transmission in the designed example system. 

The value of AC and DC power transmission varies 

according to different operating conditions. 

 
Fig. 2: Structure of renewable energy plants 

III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed circuit deals with the Multi-modular converter 

control. This system gives better conversion efficiency is to 

be proved in simulation done in MATLAB 2018. The 

integrated system consists of power generated from the 

renewable energy sources and non-renewable energy 

sources. In order to implement the DC transmission, the 

power generated from any type of power sources is first 

rectified and kept stored in a battery. The DC is the inverted 

to AC power and coupled to the transmission line using a 

coupling transformer. Also, the DC bus voltage could be 

shifted to any high voltage range using the step up 

transformer. This high voltage is then properly rectified 

using a controlled rectifier or an uncontrolled rectifier to 

obtain a high voltage DC. At this stage a novelty has been 

introduced in the project to have a bidirectional DC-DC 

converter in the DC bus.  This option has been provided just 

to ensure the power flow in dual directions. Hence, when the 

power produced in renewable source or non-renewable 

energy source is transmitted from anywhere to anywhere. 

Due to this option, the critical loads are always supplied 

with power. In order to supply powers to AC loads the 

HVDC is duly converted to AC using an inverter. In the 

series path of AC line, a Flexible AC transmission line 

(FACTS) is connected based on the Thyristor control. Such 

TCSC control ensures the power controlled to the load. The 

basic idea in this project is to multi-modular converter 

control the abrupt frequency variations in the load side. This 

agenda is realized by controlling the power delivered to the 

load. 

 
Fig. 3: Block diagram of implemented proposed system 

Here all blocks are connected as per the desired 

block diagram with the rated parameters, which is shown 

above in fig 3 The control system based on TCSC is shown 

the below figure. FACTS devices change the impedance of 

the transmission line or the phase angle between the ends of 

a specific line to control the power flow. These devices can 

be used to reduce the oscillations which can be dangerous to 

any rotating equipment in the circuit such as the generator. 

IV. DESIGN AND OVERVIEW OF SIMULINK MODEL 

Frequency stability and power flow are major concerns in 

any power system. The following study tries to analyze the 

effect of some variation in the power system on the 

frequency stability and power flow. The general system is 

composed of a three phase utility source, step up and step 

down transformers, a transmission line and some linear, 

non-linear, motor loading. In general, the voltages, current 

and power are measured in order to analyze the voltage 

stability and power flow. Some real life variations are 

introduced into the circuit in order to study their effects. 

First, a normal full load operation is made. Then, some load 

excursions are introduced to the system which unstable the 

load voltage and may introduce some disturbance. In 

Addition, a short circuit fault (3L-G and L-G) is simulated 

to find out how dangerous this can be on the system. Also, 

an open circuit fault is studied. Finally, the frequency 

stability and power flow can be stabilized by using some 

FACTS devices which is analyzed in this project. FACTS 

devices especially TCSC can stabilize the frequency 

oscillations and improve the system performance. TCSC 

devices can be used additionally to stabilize the power and 

also to improve the power factor. In general, they increase 

the real power and decrease the complex power. That 

improves the power factor and the voltage stability. Besides, 

FACTS help during faults also. By studying the short circuit 

fault and load excursions cases, it was shown that the TCSC 

device fix the problem while these faults occur. It helps, 

however, with the load excursions case as it smoothens out 

the waveforms. 
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Fig. 4: Simulink model 

 
Fig. 5: Voltage and current waveforms at the grid side and 

inverter side 

In above fig 5, the three phase voltages of grid and 

inverter are shown in the row 1 and row 2. Similarly, three 

phase currents of the grid and inverter are shown in the row 

2 and row 4. It is seen that a load dip is created at exactly 

time t = 1.4 s. Also, it is seen that is could be visualized only 

in the grid side and it does not affect the load side. Also, it is 

seen that the loads are activated only after time t = 0.6 s. 

 
Fig. 6: Waveform of the power variation in the system 

The above fig. 6 shows the Power variations with 

respect to load, rectifier and DC bus voltage and power 

multilevel converters circuit along with the deviation in the 

impedance of the multilevel converters circuit. This output 

also displays the firing angle variation in the multilevel 

converters control system. 

 
Fig. 7: Frequency plot 

 
Fig. 8: Zoomed version of the frequency plot 

The frequency obtained out of inverter is captured using a 

PLL block which could trace any change in the phase angle 

and rate of change of frequency. It is seen that the frequency 

plot takes initial settling time of approximately 1 s for the 

first time. When the frequency becomes stable at 50 Hz, it is 

disturbed again at 1.4 s, but the variations are seen to be 

moderate within a range of 50.05 Hz. Though it is 

oscillatory, the variation is controlled within 0.05 Hz which 

is a perfect output which is expected in this paper. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The system under study is made of a three phase utility 

source supplying power to a hybrid load which is consisted 

linear load. The source end and the load are connected 

through a transmission line and two-step-down transformers. 

It is very clearly seen that the power oscillations and 

frequency oscillations are well damped in TCSC which 

gives the better stability and a faster damping in the 

frequency and power oscillations of the power system. The 

load voltage and current waveforms are generally smoothed 

sinusoidal if the load is purely linear. A motor load can 

cause a transient period at the beginning since the motor 

drives more current to start than normal operation and 

causes some distortion to the voltage and current waveform 

however adding a linear load to the motor can smooth of 

waveform. This proposed control method had been verified 

by MATLAB models under version 2018. 
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